Deck Sealing Process

Description
The district used two crews with an extra set of flaggers to leap frog ahead to set up work zones and be ready for the oil distributor and cinder trucks. While the sealing team is headed to the next designated bridge, the work zone is being set up and will be ready when they arrive. Meanwhile, the flaggers are moving their work zone to the next bridge to be sealed.

Benefit
The new process virtually eliminated waiting for each new work zone to be set. This coordinated effort enabled the district to seal 57 bridges over four counties in just two days.

Parts and Labor (For 57 Bridges)
Total: $9,705
Labor: 320 hours

For More Information
Contact Becky Novinger at (573) 406-2860. Additional photos can be seen by accessing the Innovations Challenge homepage at http://wwwi/intranet/cr/SolutionsAtWork/Innovations.htm.